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SET DESIGN FOR 
THEATRE  PLAY 
WHEN THE 
LOCATION 
OF THE PLAY IS 
A ROOM OR 
AN APARTMENT
and
HOW I TEACH IT



  

To create a set for a play, whose location is a room, seems to be a simple work from the audience’s point of view. Actors, 
directors and even designers frequently think the same about it. In fact, such a task needs secure knowledge of the profession. 
Many students who had already finished their studies, and who had shown a talent for designing great visions, needed help 
when they had  to design a set of a room. That’s why I have concluded that we must learn about this task and about its solutions.



  
The optimal groundplan serves the logical use of the space, it satisfies dramatical demands, and itis able to give to the play 
something beyond verbality. The space structure determines the rhythm of the play, the relations of the heroes, even more 
the possibility or impossibility of a chatarsis. 

c



  

There are also a lot of practical problems which must be solved by the designer. For example 
a big table or a big sofa is a significant place in many plays from the point of view of acting, 
so it must be close to the viewers. But a big peace of furniture in front covers a part of the 
performance. The designer must be able to find the optimum way of organising the space and 
the furniture in it.
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Entrances into the set determine the weight of the actor’s appearance and his/her movement in the space. 
That’s why the number, location, direction and types of entrances are so important.
There are strong and less emphatic appearances and paths of moving on the stage.



  

There is a great variety of different doors from simple and double doors
 to sliding, revolving or other special doors. The theatrical effect caused 
by using a door depeends on the location, direction, measurement, type 
and transparency of the door.



  
A frequent solution to entrances is to create openings, holes among/between walls, curtains and other elements of the scenery. 
The location of such an entrance can give the possibility of a strong appearance,but usualy these openings create less emphatic 
ways into the stage.



  

The length of paths of moving in the set affects the pace and style of the performance. 
Sometimes it is worth creating an entrance to the set only in order to shorten the way out or into a scene.



  

The space on the stage has points where the presence is quite strong. 
The rest of the space is a less emphatic area. 
The performance can be srongly helped by identifying the main points of the space. 
The strong points of interior sets are usually furnished by a great variety of furniture for sitting.



  

Some main points serve all the cast, others serve smaller 
groups, but lots of them are personal places of one hero 
of the play. The location and the type of a personal place, 
with all its details is really mportant because it’s connection 
with the actor’s character, behaviour in the drama.



  
It’s a strong means of affecting an actor’s character and behaviour to modify the proportion of its furniture. 
The chair in the performance The Auditor is a bit higher  than normally. An applicant sits on it like a child 
on a chair for adults, while the mayor’s self-confident wife uses it as a bar-stool.



  

Not only furniture can indicate the main points of the space. A pillar or a higher level also makes a strong point for staying or 
acting.



  

During the whole work 
we must pay attention 
to lighting possibilities. 
That’s not too easy in 
the case of a closed 
interior set covered 
By a ceiling. 
It’s necessary to let in 
as much of the usual 
lighting as possible,
and enrich it with 
special effects.



  

 The individual atmosphere of the scenery is just as important as a really well-structured space.



  

The set made by Balázs Horesnyi for the play of Gergely Csiky for the National Theatre.
The main entrance is made very special by the big stairs in the one-storey scenery. 
Those actors use it who arrive from outside. First we perceive their legs, they are supplemented step by step. 
The set is full of theatrical possibilities, and has a wonderful atmosphere.



  

The play of Sándor Schultz is set in a poor room-and-kitchen flat in Vienna after the turn of the century.The set was designed 
for a very small space in Petőfi Theatre. The five different points of staying and acting give a strong basis for establishing    
the difficult relationships among the three actors in an exciting and authentic manner.  



  

     The first real set design must be prepared in the third semester. I always choose a Hungarian play 

whose location is an apartment in Budapest between the first and second World Wars. 

The task is to design the set of this play, showing space structure and interior design elements of the given period. 



  

The most  important aim is to learn how to observe the rules of theatrical space. How to identify the  points of 
strong  presence and less emphatic areas, or strong and less emphatic paths of moving on the stage. 

These rules are the same in an abstract scenery and in a realistic set, even on the empty stage. But to learn them is 
easier in case of a realistic scenery where walls, doors, windows, furniture help to learn the use of the stage.



  

The other aim aim of theof the exercise is to make an authentic milieu representing the characters’ social 
status, in the realreal ageage of the play. To know the styles, the objects of a given time,                       
a given environment and givenand given situation could be important when making designs for theatres, 
but it’s even more important  when making designs for films and television.  



  

The method of teaching: 

The first step is to read, analyse and understand the plays. We try to find the most important points of the drama,                      
the significant points of the scene, the necessary objects of the play. We talk about theatrical space, and its usability              
from point of view of designing as well as from point of view of acting.

Finally, students make a list of the scenes of the play containing all the information about them.



  

The second step is to carry out research. Students look for the building and the apartment in it which could be the real 
scene of the story. They have to research in reality, at the library and on the net. 

They make drawings, photos about the house, and try to find the original plan of the building. 

They also make a rich collection of pictures about the furniture and other objects of the given age.



  

The third step is the analysis of what they have collected, including the plan of the chosen apartment.                                        
Then every student decides where she/he wants to cut the apartment, that is what would be the perspective of the viewers.  
Naturally, it’s not a scenery yet, but it’s a good inspiration to think about the scenery. 

That is the point where students must understand that a realistic set design is not                     
the exact copy of reality. A realistic scenery is also the result of strong abstraction.



  

The next step is to design the scenery for a given stage. The stage is always that of a well-known theatre of Budapest 
which students can visit as often as is necessary to do their work. 

After designing the optimum ground plan students design the walls, doors, windows, furniture and all the details, using 
materials, colours.

During the progress of  the design we consult about it frequently.  



  

During this semester our students design not only the scenery, as it looks like, but also its structure  
and  materials. 

Participants must  acquire the skills of model making inclu ing preparing small-size furniture, 
wallpapers, flooring, curtains, etc. 

At the end of the semester a documentation is made, including a paper model of the designed set in 
proportion 1 to 25, photos about it and technical drawings.

  



  
  Géza Csáth   A Janika                Set design: Anna Klaudia Fekete

The death of Janika, who is the youngest son of a middle-class family, brings buried secrets and suppressed emotions of the 
adults to light. Finally the contours of the future, the common life without Janika become apparent. The scenery must show a 
typical interior of the age and the characters’ social status. A good scene contains a personal place for every character, but it 
must  also provide a good space for scenes with two or three players or with a crowd on the stage.



  
   Géza Csáth: A Janika     Set design: Juli Balázs,  Katona József Theatre

   - varied directions in the space, rich lighting possibilities, refined details  



  
   Géza Csáth: A Janika          Set design: Edit Miareczky,  Katona József Theatre

  - the whole flat cut across, so you can monitor the life in the flat simultaneouslymonitor the life in the flat simultaneously
  - the separated spaces can be opened into different larger spaces by sliding doors



  

  Géza Csáth: A Janika     Set design: Gabriella Kovács,  Radnóti Theatre
  - the entrance door is deep in the diagonally designed groundplan
  - the covered window right infront of the real wall of the stage  is a good  point of lighting



   Ferenc KarinthyFerenc Karinthy    Recalling the SpiritRecalling the Spirit Set design: Réka Ferenczy

The hero of the play The hero of the play   is Frigyes Karinthy,is Frigyes Karinthy, the the Hungarian writer and his family. It is a special situation whe Hungarian writer and his family. It is a special situation wherere  
the hero of the drama is a real person and the scene is his real flat. In that case studentthe hero of the drama is a real person and the scene is his real flat. In that case studentss must know  must know 
everything about the person and his environment but they must be able to abstract away from reality, to be everything about the person and his environment but they must be able to abstract away from reality, to be 
free in designing afree in designing a  theatricatheatricallly good scenery. In the real time of the story there were buildingly good scenery. In the real time of the story there were buildingss in the style of  in the style of 
 historism, art nuovo, and also bauhaus historism, art nuovo, and also bauhaus, that gives, that gives a great possibility for designing  a great possibility for designing  an i an interesting scenery.nteresting scenery.



  

 Ferenc Karinthy: Recalling the Spirit         Set design: Rebeka Kurdi,  Magyar Theatre
 - a large living room with the parent’s doors on  the both sides and the sofa in the centre
  - difficult structure of spaces and lighting possibilities at the back



  

 Ferenc Karinthy: Recalling the Spirit   Set design: Katalin Egely, Magyar Theatre
 - great possibilities are given by different levels
 - a coffee house corner of their own is given to the couple at home



  

 Ferenc Karinthy: Recalling the Spirit    Set design: Nora Kovács,  Magyar Theatre
 - thetrically good personal places, separated from the rest of the family in the drama
 - the solution of the entrance and the balcony is also unique
 - clear, elegant atmosphere in the style of Bauhaus
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